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Our presentation is about an ongoing research and development project, called: 

Bridging/connection-making and community formation. 

To further develop our theoretically, psychological understanding of the possibilities and limitations 

for transcending marginalization we need to theorize about how change of subjects, 

communities and the societal conditions constitute each other in a historical and dialectical 

process. To enhance processes of transcending marginalization in practice we develop our 

theoretical approach in close collaborations with specific social work boundary communities, - in 

this paper an emerging boundary community in Hillerød, Denmark, called ‘The sociocultural 

village’. 

The research goal is to develop theory about and models for community formation and 

(re)production of collaborations and connections.  

We have two developmental goals:  

1) As joint venture to contribute to the (re)production of boundary communities in practice.  

2) Doing a difference for and with people and communities struggling with ‘societal marginal 

positions’ in Danish society. 

Theoretical psychological research foci of the paper 

• How do we understand ‘The Sociocultural Village’? What do we mean by ‘emerging 

boundary community’?  

• How do we conceptualize and explore processes, where collective subjectivities, 

collaborative cultures, connections and structures of meanings might be emerging as 

boundary community?  
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We will discuss how  the ‘Sociocultural Village’ is (re)produced as a boundary community and 

analyze ‘bridging’ as processes of collective brokering, common repertories of sharing and 

collaborations around boundary objects in and across the Socio Cultural Village, Street Lab and a 

Treatment School.  

As social practice researchers, we are participating in the (re)production of boundary communities 

in practice, with an explicit goal of doing a difference for and with children, families, practitioners 

and volunteers and their communities struggling with ‘societal marginal positions’ in Danish 

society. We work on the further development of the theory about “boundary 

communities” researching the liminal spaces and experiences (Stenner, 2017), emerging (structures 

of) meanings in the making of connections, collaborations, with a special focus on possibilities and 

limitations for transcending marginalization (Mørck, 2006). Theoretically and methodologically 

we combine anthropological social practice theories (Lave & Wenger, 1991, Lave 1997, Wenger 

1998) with critical psychological practice research (Nissen 2012, Dreier 2008, Holzkamp 2013).  

 

‘Street-Lab as part of The Sociocultural Village’ (re)produced as a boundary 
community?  
Practitioners in Hillerød have come together creating a community they call The Sociocultural 

Village. In a video about The Socio Cultural Village one of the employees in the Hillerød 

municipality preventive work (of Social service-School and Police, SSP) introduces the 

Sociocultural Village as: 

“a network where municipal, corporate and voluntary associations meet and create new projects 

and processes around new communities and increased well-being for the benefit of all of us here - 

in and around Hillerød.”. (M) 

In the same presentation video, the Chairman of the voluntary association ‘Street Lab’, S, who is 

also part time employed in SSP to facilitate community building as part of the sociocultural Village 

adds: 

“But most importantly, it's about making a difference locally in Hillerød. To involve local target 

groups in changing Hillerød to become a better city, creating active citizenship”(S) 

In our research application, we described “Street Lab as part of the Socio-Cultural Village” as:  
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“an inclusive boundary community, which engages children, young people their families and 

volunteers of all ages in sociocultural activities, while vulnerability is put in parentheses” (Mørck, 

2018). 

The concept boundary community originates in the tradition of social practice theory “specifically 

from studying connections, overlaps and boundaries between various communities and contexts. 

Wenger (1998) introduced “boundary practices” (p. 114-115) to describe a form of collective 

brokering that overlap with and connect to other communities of practice. Communities of practice 

can be the source of limits, differences and contradictions, also called discontinuities (Wenger, 

1998), between the young people’s communities and contexts, such as the family/home environment, 

the school, and the street community. By combining participation and reification a boundary 

community can solve some of the problems isolated brokers can get caught up in” (Mørck 2006: 16, 

our translation) 

“A boundary community is a collective way of creating connections as opposed to the more 

prevalent individualized approaches, such as an isolated brokers’ boundary participation, which 

leaves it up to each individual youth to mediate across divergent communities and contexts.” 

(Mørck, 2006: 16).  

Applying the boundary community theory, the The Sociocultural Village is analyzed as processes of 

collective brokering and the production of overlaps, connections and collaborations between and 

across the many different communities, contexts, and participants. 

The leading practitioners involved in The Sociocultural Village gather four times a year in what 

they call ‘village-meetings’ placed in the different organizations the participants are associated with 

. The meetings are arranged as round presentations and speed-dating sessions, where the 

participants exchange information in pairs about their upcoming activities, including events and 

festivals planning to identify how the other might contribute and participate and exchange material 

and human resources. 

The Sociocultural Village is not a particular physical “place”, even though we analyze it as a local 

ideology connected to an “us here - in and around Hillerød” (quoting M, the SSP employee in the 

video). We apply Nissens “concept of the ideologies of singular local collectives, which are 

practically related to those at state level through processes of recognition.” (Nissen, 2012: 168). 

Nissen present it as “a collective-spiritual subjectivity” (Nissen, 2012: 48), a sense of community, 
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“the ‘we’ of a singular collective performing and referring to itself as “us” and “we”. Like Nissen 

(2012) we draw on an Marxist epistemology of subjectivity:  

“the epistemological subject of the Theses is collective – the “standpoint of social humanity.” This 

is continuous with Hegel’s idea of Spirit as the emerging selfconsciousness of organic socio-

cultural entities such as, above all, the state.” (Nissen, 2012: 48, our emphasis) 

 

The spirit in The Sociocultural Village is articulated by the participants involved as “to bring some 

of Street Lab out in the rest of Hillerød” and their activities as being “open for everyone” (Mathaji, 

a 11 year old boy from Street Lab). In this collective-spiritual subjectivity, the ideology is to create 

new connections and join in the creation of a network for collaboration to make initiatives and 

activities for citizens and communities of Hillerød. It is also ‘something meaningful’ that the 

collectives is recognized for (Nissen 2012, Chapter 7) by the Hillerød municipality, the Velux 

foundation, and by “us” researchers. 

 

Under the slogan “Together we are Hillerød” and the naming ‘The Sociocultural Village’ different 

positioned actors in the community; public, private, volunteers and (self) employed, have become 

connected. The connection of people is decisive for the ‘village’ as without the connections and 

collaboration there would be much less of the activities bridging participants, communities and 

contexts. 

The ‘village’ and Street Lab are through  their activities, and the ‘self-referring’ “us” – engaged in 

something “meaningful” connecting participants in and around Hillerød, who would usually not 

engage or come across one another in their daily  lives. Because of the overlaps, connections and 

boundaries in an across communities it is also relevant to further explore brokering and bridge 

making processes in ‘Street Lab as part of the The Sociocultural Village’ with the boundary 

community analytical framework (Mørck 2006).  

‘Bridging’ as processes of collective brokering, common repertories of 
sharing and collaborations around boundary objects 
We understand connections as processes of brokering and as boundary objects (Wenger, 1998). We 

understand boundary as a shared space (Star, 2010) while “boundary community” signify a social 

and cultural space to collectively create new connections and collaborations (Mørck, 2006). 
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According to Star, boundary objects mediates spaces for people with different perspectives and 

positions to collaborate without necessarily achieving consensus (Star, 2010). Boundary objects are 

‘something common’ that people perceive differently from different perspectives, while at the same 

time being recognizable for all. Thereby creating a form of “us” with commonalities in repertories 

and engagements (Wenger 1998). This “us” also have differences in the ways of participating (Lave 

1997) and understanding yourself and others (Holzkamp 2013), when joining around something 

meaningful (Nissen, 2012).  

As part of our fieldwork and research joint venture we have followed activities and initiatives in the 

Sociocultural Village in Hillerød since January this year. One thing that appears to be especially 

central in more than one context is the skate culture, ramps and scooters. We first came across this 

in Street Lab where ramps and scooters seem to have a significance as a ‘common third’. Ramps 

and scooters are a significant boundary object for many children and young people, and adult 

organizers, as organizations and communities include them as part of summer camps and the 

festivals arranged in the collaborations among participants an communities the sociocultural village. 

An interesting question here is, what meaning do the ramps and scooters carry across these different 

contexts? What do they signify, and do they carry a special meaning besides just being “skate 

ramps” and scooters? Can ‘ramps and scooters for lent’ be understood as boundary objects creating 

coherence across different contexts and groups of people? From this perspective ‘ramps and 

scooters for lent’ might function as a form of junction creating communities and possibilities for 

participation and co-creation for children, families and organizers of events and festivals. 

Several of the children and young people who have a special passion for scooters and who 

repeatedly participate in these contexts are children with diagnosis such as ADHD who struggles in 

other areas of their lives. For instance, some of these children might have difficulties sitting still, 

planning ahead of time or concentrating, challenges which especially becomes visible in to the 

school contexts. However, when participating in the context of ramps and scooters these challenges 

do not seem to be present. For example, a boy, Mathaji, who is also diagnosed with ADHD and his 

friend from school, who both have a big passion for scooters, got the idea that ramps from Street-

Lab could be moved to their treatment school and within a few days the ramps got moved from 

Street Lab to their school. We as researchers took part in this move together with Mathaji, his 

mother, who is also the second chairman of Street Lab, a girl from the same school and the 

chairman of Street Lab. Here it was interesting to see how the children participated and took charge 

of what they needed to bring along with them as well as how to make room for everything in the 
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trailer. For instance, Mathaji convinced the chairman of Street Lab to move a skate ramp in the 

trailer, because he was afraid it would fall when the car started moving. Thus, in this situation 

diagnosed children from a treatment school become engaged entrepreneurs,  who contribute with 

ideas for collaborative initiatives in the spirit of the sociocultural village and Street Lab. This is 

aligned with the practice ideology of Street Lab. According to the second chairman, and mother of 

Mathaji: 

“Street-Lab produces entrepreneurs and many entrepreneurs today have ADHD. The children 

come to Street-Lab and see that the ideas can turn into something that can be done. If they don't 

have the resources for it themselves, then they find some others who have.” (C, fieldnotes 

coordination meeting, June 18, 2019) 

One can ask whether the objects, ‘the ramps and scooters for lent’ here function as a way of 

bridging the two contexts, creating a unity and through this creating new possibilities for 

participation in the school context. For instance, Mathaji has previously spent a lot of time in Street 

Lab and the place seems very “homelike” to him. When entering Street Lab he exclaimed 

something like “so this is my home”. In the community and spirit of Street Lab Mathaji is 

interpellated as a subject who can get ideas and quickly act upon them, thus creating and doing 

something meaningful in their and others’ eyes in and around Street Lab: Such as moving the ramps 

from Street Lab to the school context. Where his former school context produced severe problems 

and conflicts in his and his family’s life, the experiences of the collective brokering process in the 

context of his new treatment school seems to open up new possibilities, such as emerging 

community feelings of belonging, engagements and social recognition. This is feelings and 

community experiences he has lacked before, when he participated in his former school context.  

This is ways of “doing things differently in ways that gradually change the way you are objectively, 

the way you are understood by others” (Lave, 1997: 148) is connected to the Sociocultural Village 

and Street Lab, that produces an expanded space of possibilities for participation for Mathaji in his 

new school context. In the researcher collective, we discussed how the two boys in a treatment 

school context could get the idea that heavy ramps are easily moved from Street Lab to their school. 

Is it because they have experienced a common “sharing mentality” in and around Street Lab? A 

collective subjectivity that they are part of in Street Lab, and therefore things like sharing ramps and 

scooters are possible across contexts, even in a treatment schools? In an interview, Mathaji explains 

the process of moving the ramps:  
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“(…) So I asked [the chairman of Street-Lab] if we could get some ramps from Street Lab to my 

school and then [the chairman of Street-Lab] thought yes that would be a good idea, then we could 

bring some of Street Lab out to the rest of Hillerød. And then we got permission to get it over there, 

and now we have just used it so much.” (our translation).  

Here Mathaji expresses some of the most central parts of Street Lab’s practice ideology and 

repertoire of doing something together; collaborate across contexts and sharing resources with 

others. From this perspective, he and his friend act within the practice ideology and repertoires of 

Street Lab and by moving the ramps and scooters to their school context they take part in building 

bridges, making new connections and collaborations across contexts as well as  they spread the idea 

that things can be done differently.  

Our analysis of the collective brokering process, presented in a back rear from the perspective of 

Mathaji, might seem very smooth and without any conflicts. According to Wenger (1998) processes 

of brokering across different communities of practices typically involves conflicts and 

contradictions. According to fieldnotes recorded in the middle of the broking process, the day after 

the boys got the idea of moving the ramps, his mother actually did worry about whether she would 

be seen as too “pushy” backing this idea still being a newcomer to the school. She was also worried 

about the rigid rules typical of schools about signed parent approval, if children should ride with 

others collecting the ramps, which demands time to plan, ask, and get permission from the other 

parents of the pupils. Street Lab’s ‘ad hoc’ culture marked by entrepreneurs repertoire of “making 

things happen here and now” (C, fieldnotes) may easily conflict with cultural, plan-structured and 

power-hierarchical ways of doing things in a school context.  
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